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1044. Typography
NOTE IN REGARD TO THE INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION IN
ENGLAND AND WALES. When an examination in this subject at a

stage corresponding to the Institute’s Intermediate Examination is held by
an Examining Union recognized by the Ministry of Education, a Local
Education Authority which is a member of the Union will normally arrange
that its students at that stage will take the corresponding examination of
the Union. The City and Guilds of London Institute will accept for its
Intermediate Examination a candidate or candidates from such a Local
Education Authority only upon the specific request of the Chief Education
Officer of the Authority for Higher Education confirming that the Authority,
having considered the matter, desires the City and Guilds of London Institute
to accept the candidate or candidates for the Intermediate Examination.

THE FOLLOWING REVISED SCHEME of examinations in Typography
has been prepared by the Institute’s Advisory Committee and adopted
by the Institute. The scheme is divided into two main branches,
Compositors’ Work and Machine and Press Work, and in each

branch examinations will be held at the Intermediate and Final

stages. Before proceeding to the Full Technological Certificate

examination, which is common to both branches, the candidate is

required to pass a qualifying examination in the branch in which he
is not specializing.

Although English is not specifically included in the syllabuses,
the importance of English as a subject of study for the printer can

hardly be over-emphasized, and in the written examinations
candidates will be expected in their answers to write simple, clear,
grammatical English, to spell correctly and punctuate appropriately.
Candidates should be encouraged to read widely, thereby enlarging
their vocabulary, and at the same time increasing their appreciation
of the great heritage of English literature which is preserved and

transmitted by means of the printer’s craft.

The importance of instruction in Colour and Design in the train-

ing of the printer has been increasingly recognized of recent years
and added stress is given to this subject in the revised scheme. It

is urged that students should be given opportunities of seeing great
works in colour, whether pictures, pottery, fabrics, wall-papers
or manuscripts. Where originals are inaccessible, a collection of

coloured reproductions is invaluable, and can be obtained cheaply
as post-cards and in larger reproductions from the Victoria and
Albert Museum, British Museum, Natural History Museum, National

Gallery, Tate Gallery, and other sources. Any collection of good
reproductions in colour is of value to students, who should be helped
to appreciate and analyse them.
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TYPOGRAPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS

§r: HOW THEY CAN BE SHOWN TO THE PUBLIC

HE new Exhibition and Lecture Room on the top floor of the Mono-

type School building was opened in February 1950 with an exhibition

of typographic restyling, consisting of 150 representative pieces of

printed matter—from books and periodicals to time-tables and leaflets

—which had been transformed in appearance by intelligent layout and

good type-faces. Each exhibit was flanked with an example of how that

same piece looked before it was restyled. Some of the contrasts are

shown in miniature on the following pages.
A selection of the ‘befores and afters’ from this exhibition has since

been shown in thirteen American and five Continental cities, and in

many parts of Britain. The contrast method has everywhere proved its

value, and has been successfully used by other bodies, notably the

Council of Industrial Design. It offers a solution of a problem which

arises wherever there is need to show the general public what typo-

graphic design means, what importance it has as a branch of industrial

design, and how it is working today in the service of every kind of
- organization that uses the printed word.

That problem has always been one of selection: and it is not so much
—

an aesthetic as a moral problem. There are certain kinds of printed mat-

ter which are natural show-pieces—gailycoloured booklet covers, striking
labels, experimental title-pages, impressive letterheads, and such ‘fine

editions’ as have to justify their price by their exceptionalbeauty. A show

consisting largely of such examples will undoubtedly serve what is,
I
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after all, the very first purpose of any exhibition of good printing to the public, namely to

draw the apathetic visitor across the threshold by the sight of something that looks interest-

ing at any distance: and thereby to register on his mind that there és such a thing as Printing,
that words and pictures do not hatch themselves on the page but have to be put there by
human skill and teamwork—and that the business of putting them there calls for creative

intelligence over and above mere technical ability.
But such a selection would give the public little or no idea of what typography, as distinct

from printing in general, is achieving today—or even what its designers are trying to do.

Though the word ‘typography’ no longer means merely ‘letterpress’, it does still refer

to the use of printers’ type for the communication of messages. It is word-printing as distinct

from picture-printing. The art of typography consists in using the right type in such a way
as to convey the message or sense as clearly and pleasantly as possible. But it all starts with
the decision to use the cast metal characters called type instead of calling in the calligrapher,

©

hand-letterer or engraver. In ‘display’ work that decision may sometimes be arrived at

reluctantly, merely on economic grounds. The designer of even the cleverest typographic
letterhead may ruefully admit that a steel engraving, of equal merit as a design, would have

been more impressive. The agency which has scoured Europe for something really new in
the way of a display face may, after seeing that same face in a rival advertisement, wish that
it had paid a brilliant letterer to think up something specially for that campaign. But when

it comes to continuous reading-matter, or reference-

matter, then the use of printers’ type is justified on

aesthetic grounds alone, quite apart from its cheapness
and speed. If skilled calligraphers were ten-a-penny, the

book reader would still prefer type, above all for its con-

sistency. There is no slight human variation between one

letter g and another to nag at his attention. He

would also prefer type for its clarity and sharp-
ness of detail over photographic reduction of

either hand-lettering or typewriting. Hence it is
in ‘solid matter’ that type is supreme asa medium.

There, the typographic designer is at work on

his own home ground, doing the very sort of

thing which the decorative or pictorial artist is
least able to do—namely to achieve ‘transparency’
in the printed page and to make reading matter

look more readable.

But there the exhibitor is on the other horn of

‘THE WORKERS EDUCATIONAL TRADE UNION

‘COMDTTEE

TWENTIETH

ANNUAL REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING

DECEMBER lst, 1940

THE WORKERS’

EDUCATIONAL

TRADE UNION

COMMITTEE

his dilemma, for a collection of ‘pure typography’
will have little in it to beckon the visitor from

across the room. Those laymen who do come

within reading distance will simply do what the

2

Fig. 1. A typical ‘before and
after’ from the restyling of
all the W.E.A.’s literature by
their Education Secretary,
Mr. Edmund C. Poole.

27 PORTMAN SQUARE, LONDON, W.1



TYPOGRAPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS

cunning typographer always intended them to do:

they will beginto read, taking no more notice of the

type and layout than they would take of polished
window-panes between them and a view. When the

‘view’, the content, turns out to be uninteresting or

even frightening to the man in the street—e.g. when

the text sets forth some abstruse problem in physics
—the visitor will turn his eyes away from it as soon

as possible, without stopping to ask what there was

about that page that made him think that it might
be interesting. If on the other hand he finds himself

looking into some literary or poetic scene that he can

enjoy, he reads on, quite unconscious of the printer’s
part in enhancing that pleasure. What he is more

likely to notice is the annoyance of not being able to

reach into the case and turn the page! It is almost

the test of good typography that it should tempt the

hands as well as the eyes, and look pathetically out of

place behind a pane of glass or mounted on a screen.

How then is the typographic ‘story’ to be told to

the general public?

=—
GENERAL AND THROUGH THE GREEN

Fig. 2. Before and

after Messrs. Tillot-

son’s restyling of The

Rules of Golf for the

Royal Insurance Co.

(Perpetua with Bold.)

RULE 20.

Playing Opponent’s Ball.

(x) Téa player play the opponent’s ball bis

side shall lose the hole, unless :—

(a) the opponent then play the player’s
ball, in which ~~~ ——~and the holes}
thus exchange

(8) the mis
formation gi BALL FARTHER FROM THE HOLE

19ac ee PLAYED FIRST

before the 0} I. GENERAL

stroke, it sha (i) Play in turn, When the balls are “‘in play”, the

ooible te ball farther from the hole shall be played first.

ball lay. Exception: Nearer ball interfering with play—Rules
Playing Ball 0

_

23, 2 and 39, 3(i) and (ii).
(2) Tfaplaye (ii) Balls equi-distant. When the balls are equi-distant
anyone not @ from the hole the option of playing first shall be decided
mistake be di

py
opponent befc y lot.

next stroke, tl 2. MATCH PLAY

If through the green or in a hazard a player play when

his opponent should have done so, the opponent may
require the player to replay the stroke, in which case

the player shall drop a ball as near as possible to the

spot from which his previous stroke was played, and

play in correct order without penalty.
(For putting green—Sce Rule 39, 2(ii).)

STROKE PLAY

mistake be nc

until after thé

stroke, the pl
For Stroke

Looking for Ba

(x) Tf a ball

grass, or the |
Be touched a: 3:
his ball If a competitor by mistake play out of turn no penalty

in Sand. shall be incurred. The ball shall be played as it lies.

(2)
if a ballmuch

enaplethepi’ SECTION VI: THE BALL—OCCURRENCES IN

operate COURSE OF PLAY

PLAYING THE WRONG BALL

a The responsibility for playing his own ball rests

with the player.
I, MATCH PLAY

@) Playing opponent’s ball. (a) If the player play
the opponent’s ball and the mistake be discovered and

intimated to his opponent before the opponent has

made a stroke at the player’s ball or at a substituted
. ball brought into play, the player shall incur the penalty

of one stroke, and shall then play his own ball. The

37:

To the initiates it is an exciting story, for it has
to do with great and widespreadchanges in the look
of the printed word—in those fields where improve-
ment was most needed. When a publisher of fine
limited editions offers his highly critical public a

book of the quality that they expected for their

three guineas, that is a pleasant event but hardly
a news event: it can never be as dramatic or signifi-
cant as the appearance of (say) a school arithmetic
in a typographic dress much more attractive than

its too-tolerant public ever dared to expect. In that
case some publisher has been led by conviction,
or forced by competition, to abandon the notion

that school-books ought to look dull and grim, that
the sort of medicine which does you most good is
that which tastes bad. That change of attitude is part
of a general change which has also affected the archi-

tecture of school buildings, and the texts and

methods of the teachers.

Again, it is not ‘news’ when a manufacturer puts
out handsome printed literature, and when he
lavishes care on his advertising brochures everyone
knows that he does it because it pays. But when Her

Majesty’s Stationery Office calls in some of the

best typographic talent of our day, and brilliantly
restyles its whole vast range of publications, that

as news. It means that ‘official printing’ is no longer
being considered as something that can afford to

look dreary. Today it must look worthy of the

nation that produced it.

An exhibition of current typography should

be, first and foremost, a report on the ways in
which the typographic renaissance has changed
and improved the ‘look of the printed word’

throughout the land. And there lies the way out

of the exhibitor’s dilemma, for it is only necessary
to reveal the nature of the changes to give the

whole show the dramatic value it needs.
From any distance, a set of ‘before and after’

exhibits beckons the layman. ‘Look here upon this

picture and on this’ is one of the most famous

theatrical devices in history—understandably,for

it reaches deep into human psychology. Long
before he has approached to reading distance the
visitor has been automatically reminded, by the

sight of the two versions of the same piece, that
what he is being asked to look at now is not (for

3
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instance) simply a decent-looking parish magazine,
but a piece of typographic evidence that someone

has thought it worth while to take a parish magazine
seriously as a problem in layout. The mere fact that

the contrasted jobs are in effect ‘the same thing’
as texts makes it clear that the second is being shown

as good typography. It is as if the same view were

being seen through two windows, one perfectly
polished and effectively framed and curtained, the

other ‘asit was’ before the proud householder moved

in. In such a case the beholder would still look first

at the view, just as he looks first to see what the

printed page is saying: but in doing so he would

realize that ‘the same view’ was somehow not the

same through grimy panes.

For Official Use

HOW

FACTORY

ACCIDENTS

HAPPEN

MINISTRY OF LABOUR.

& NATIONAL SERVICE

Descriptions of Certain

Industrial Accidents
Notified to H.M. Inspectors of Factories

Volume XXV Ist November, 1941

LONDON: HIS MAJESTY’S STATIONERY OFFICE

Price 6d, net

Fig. 3. A restyling for H.M.S.O, The symbols denote the subjects dealt

with in the particular issue.
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The most uninformed visitor will at least feel some

curiosity when he finds himself challenged to tell

good from less good; and though he may claim to

know nothing about the mysteries of type and print
he very soon realizes that at least he can ‘see the

difference’ in this or that pair of examples—which
is much better than knowing and caring nothing
about the subject. The layman is actually the

quickest to grasp the broader implications of a re-

styling. He is the parent whose children are getting
those brighter schoolbooks; he is the parishioner
who ought to feel responsible for the starveling look

of his church paper; he is the taxpayer whose stan-

dards of taste have been so complimented by
H.M.S.O. Let him but see—by contrast—what

sort of thing has been happening to the printed
words that he reads every day, and he will soon

enough see what it has to do with him.

GO ID)onan
HOW TO PREVENT THEM

~

AT FACTORIES, DOCKS

BUILDING OPERATIONS

AND WORKS OF

ENGINEERING CONSTRUCTION

FACTORY DEPARTMENT
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§2: TYPOGRAPHIC RESTYLINGS

AS STUDY MATERIAL

Ir is not only in exhibitions to the lay public that

“before and after’ examples of restyling are proving
useful. Teachers of layout in printing schools are

now eagerly collecting them as study material,
because they give the student an opportunity to

imagine himself in the position of a professional

typographerfaced with the problemof transform-

ing a given job, or investing a series of jobs with a

new look of consistency, ease and distinction. The

student can ask why this and that thing was done,

INDIA OFFICE

RULES FOR THE USE OF THE LIBRARY

(Approved L. 247/38, 14th June 1938.)
1. The use of the Library (including the

Reading Room) is restricted to (2) members of
the establishments of the India Office and of the
Office of ‘the High Commissioner for India,
(b) persons named in the India Office List,
(c) gazetted officers of the Indian Army or of
the British Army in India, and (d) such other

persons as have obtained tickets for that purpose.

_

2. Applications for tickets should be made
in writing, on a form to be obtaimed from the
Librarian.

3. Tickets may be granted or refused at the
discretion of the Secretary of State. They wil]
be granted only to readers recommended to the

Sevretary of State by persons of recognised
position aud may be cancelled at any time at

the discretion of the Secretary of State. They
will ordinarily be valid for three years from
the date of issue, and may on application be
renewed at the end of that period at the dis-
cretion of the Librarian. The use of a ticket by
anyone other than the person to whom it was

issued will entail its forfeiture.

4. Tickets must be shown on demand; and
visitors to the Library will on each occasion be

and even why the whole was considered worth the

sacrifice of standing formes. That is particularly
good mental training for young people who are

working in composing-rooms.
For five centuries the composing-room, ‘the

shop’, has concentrated on teaching the apprentice
how to do things, with the least possiblereference to

why they are done this way and not that way. When

Aldus Manutius was in effect restyling book typo-

graphy for Western Europe, his apprentices were

probably treated like any other apprentices of that

‘day from Michelangelo’s down to the tinsmith’s:

that is, they were allowed the privilege of watching
skilled men doing things ‘the right way’, and the

privilege of being cuffed if they failed to observe and

imitate their betters closely enough. The paternal

Fig. 4. An H.M.S.O. restyling to ‘Monotype’ Bembo, Series 270.

INDIA OFFICE LIBRARY

COMMONWEALTH RELATIONS

OFFICE

Rules for the use of the Library
ApprovedL15t]49, Seplember 1949

1. The Library (including the Reading Room) may be

used by (a)members of the establishments of the Common-

wealth Relations Office, of the Office of the High Com+

mussioner for India, and of the Office of the High
Commussioner for Pakistan; (b)persons named in any issue

of the India OfficeList; (0 officers and ex-officers of the

Indian or Pakistan armed forces, or of the former Bnitish

armed forces in India; and (d) such other persons as have

obtained Readers’ Tickets.

2. Applications for Readers’ Tickets should be made

1m writing, on a form to be obtained from the Librarian.

3. Readers’ Tickets may be granted or refused at the

discretion of the Secretary of State They will be granted
only to readers recommended to the Secretary of State by
persons of recognisedposition, and may be cancelled at any

time at the discretion of the Secretary of State. They
will ordinarily be valid for three years from the date of

issue, and may on applicationbe renewed at the end of

that period at the discretion of the Librarian. The use of
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cuffs, and the commands to sweep the floor and

bring in the beer, were (and still are) based on the

principle that human beings value and respect their

treasures in proportion to what they paid for them,
and that the price of Skill is sweat and humility.
Aldus’s apprentices, unlike most other lads of the

time, had first of all to know how to spell: not

merely mother-tongue but Latin, where spelling and

orthography were no more flexible than they are

today in English. From that day onwards appren-

tices were taught to follow copy ‘even if it went out

the window,’ without asking questions. They were

taught typographicalstyle, or what we now call lay-
out, by a similar method. ‘This is how you set up

a title-page .. . deal with a chapter-opening . . .

compose a handbill . . . atimetable. . .’ etc. The

apprentice had no need to ask why. The reason was

obvious enough then—and even today it holds goodin

principle. The first thing a customer demands of the

CITY & GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER)

FOUNDED IN 1878

Wisitur,

HIS MOST GRACIOUS MAJESTY THE KING.

Wice-Presidents.

PROFESSOR R. 8, HUTTON, M.A., D.Sc.

Chairman of Council.

Mr. T. SAVILE WATNEY, M.LE.E,, M.L.Meonw.E., A.C.G.1

Chairman of Executive Committee,
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Gresiam Coubrce, Basincuaut Sener, Loxpow, E.C. 2.

Fig. 5. See pages 7, 8 and frontispiece.
Note the disappearance of full points
which have no grammatical significance.

printer is that the job should be recognizable for the kind

of thing that it is. A book must not look like a newspaper,
an auction-catalogue must look like an auction-catalogue,
and so on. All the typographic reformers and restylers
from Aldus’s day to our own have respected that cardinal

principle that the book or job should be recognizableat a

glance as the kind of book, or kind of job, that it is. But

in the composing-room that principle was applied very

literally by teaching apprentices to follow conventional

styles. That was safe enough as long as the customer had

a clear image of what atitle-page or a handbill ought
to look like, and trusted the printer to make it look

like that. The printer did know, and saw to it that his

apprentices knew.

But before the close of the last century, several things
happened to undermine the printer’s confidence in his

traditional styles. First the advertisers asked why their

newspaper spaces had to be set in agate, in what we now

call ‘smalls’ style. Displayed advertisements came in,
and fought with each other to catch the reader’s eye by
differentness, novelty of setting. Then the newspaper

proprietors began asking why their main headings should

not stream across two or more columns. Then, much

later, the book publishers and large-scale print-buyers
began asking why they should stick to Modern No. 1

CITY & GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE

INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER * FOUNDED IN 1878
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Mr. GEOFFREY STEPHENSON,

Gresham College, Basinghall Street,
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and Old Style No. 2 for text faces, when better ones were

becoming available on ‘Monotype’ machines. In 1880

any printer could have explained that the cases for his

roman-up-to-pica took up alot of floor space; that when

antiquarian-mindedpublishers had insisted on his laying
in an alternative roman in the ‘old’ style he had had to

double the size of his case-room; and that he could never

find room for a third series. Mechanical composition
changed all that. The printer found that the customers’

‘Why?’ was a rhetorical question; they stayed not for an

answer but told him what faces to put in. From every

side, ‘the shop’ was badgered by that Why? which is the

starting-point of all industrial design and styling; and its

craftsmen had been indoctrinated for centuries not to

ask why. The indoctrination had been no mere tyrannical
whim of the masters. It was the printer’s earliest cus-

tomers—theologians, mathematicians, poets, lawyers and

others—who made the composing-room a stronghold of

conservatism.

So the duty of training the critical faculties fell upon

the printing schools. In time it became the correct thing
to ‘teach the apprentice to think’ about design and styling.
As long as this meant only teaching future Art Comps
to think up something better for jobbing than the

Leicester Free Style of the nineties, ‘the shop’ saw no

harm in it. But it was a different matter when the appren-

tices began to bring back from their evening classes

layouts that seemed to question the sanctity of the pre-

vailing styles of bookwork, tabular work and general
commercial printing. Was the school training up young

iconoclasts? If so, a corrective snub was in order. ‘We

don’t do it that way here, my lad,’ said a generation of

oldsters. To this day, that phrase has bitter familiarity
to teachers of layout classes. They know how important
it still is to alert the students to current typographic re-

forms without sounding (to the shop) like wild-eyed
reformers.

Here a collection of ‘befores and afters’ comes to the

rescue of the teacher. A successful typographic restyling
is a fait accompli.The teachers and students may use it

to deduce just why each change was called for; but to the

conservative senior craftsmen the point is that it mas

‘called for’, and paid for, by some actual print-buyer.
What the composing-room dreads is not a change of

style, but changeableness and irresolution in the cus-

tomer. As Mr. Stanley Morison has said, ‘The printer
wants the customer to make up his mind—and he wants

him to have a mind to make up’: in other words, the

ability to reach sound decisions through reasoning. In

analysing the whys-and-whereforesof a major restyling
the student is not learning to be ‘unconventional’ in

Fig. 6. From a

general restyling
by Mr. Derek
Broome of

the C.L.I. pub-
lications and

stationery.

The Chartered BuoucanveInstitute.

WiebheDoieletsZ Complonents

&
With the complimentsof the Secretary

THE CHARTERED INSURANCE INSTITUTE

THE HALL 20 ALDERMANBURY LONDON BC2

Taighone MONARCH 3897
Copperplate
gives way to

‘Monotype’
Bembo italic.

his attitude to the printed word; he is rather learning
what Convention really means in typography and why
it is respected. A good restyling shows the result of a

convention, a ‘coming together’, of customer, designer
and printer to agree on certain principles of layout
and type choice with constant reference to the ulti-

mate reader: and the student has much to learn from

asking all the different ‘whys’ that must have been

asked by the different people involved—and deducing
the answers.

Unfortunately it is none too easy to build up a good
collection of ‘befores and afters’. When, for example, the

proprietors of a chain of hotels decide to make all their

printed matter as inviting to the eye as their entrance-

lobbies or dining-tables, and when they realize how well

they have succeeded in doing so, they next wish that they
had thought of it long before; at least they are not at all

anxious to remind the public how recently they have had

that change-of-heart!By the time the news has reached

the collector of restylings, he will be lucky if his re-

quest for a ‘before’ produces even a tattered file copy—

precious now for its rarity as well as for its usefulness
as an object-lesson. The Monotype Corporation’s own

collection includes a number of ‘befores’ which are the

only surviving copies of the job as it was—and therefore

priceless as examples. The would-be collector must have
a wide personal acquaintanceship amongst the typo-

graphic designers to get advance news of restylings—
outside the periodicalfield, where changes of dress can

easily be documented.

Fortunately for the teachers of layout in printing
schools, they have all had a chance to acquire the Ex-

amination Syllabus pamphletsof the City and Guilds of

London Institute before and after they were restyled in

7
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1948 by Mr. Charles Pickering (see frontispiece and

Fig. 5). There could be no better starting point for a

study of restyling, for two reasons.

In the first place, the nature of the job shows that this

was a ‘once and for all’ change, in other words, one that
had to be argued out in terms of the rights and wrongs
of legibility, appropriateness, etc., without any reference

to what happened to be fashionable at the moment. It is

quite true to say that the earlier example looks ‘out of

date’; but that only means that certain practices (such as

using a related bold instead of a clumsy Clarendon, or

dropping the redundant full point after a heading) are

now fairly wide-spread. But the designers who intro-

duced them did so for sound reasons and not simply out

of restlessness.

In the second place, this City and Guilds restyling
shows the student what can be done simply by substi-

tuting a better combination of type-faces and improving
the layout with no help from better-quality paper, a

more impressive format, or any other factor that comes

under the head of ‘spend more and get more’. Here, both

pieces are the work of the same printer, using the same

machines and methods. It made not the slightest difference
to the ‘Monotype’ casters whether the molten metal hap-
pened to be cast in a first-rate face or a mediocre one; nor

was it any harder for the composing-room to follow clear

pencil layouts and to interpret sound new directives than

to look up the old models. The whole immense improve-
ment can, therefore, be credited

to those who alone could have

taken the blame if it had failed;
the Institute for having the

sense to take its own medicine

(it holds examinations in typo-

graphy!) and the designer, for

perceiving the basic intentions

and working them out in typo-

graphic terms. Hence it is the

kind of examplewhich helps to

clarify the distinction between

what the printer means by
‘improving the quality’ of the

job (with special emphasis on

better materials and work-

manship, which necessarilyin-

creases the cost) and what the

designer means by ‘making it

more effective’—within a given
limit of expenditure. The dis-

tinction can easily be blurred

because there are so many jobs

8

which do genuinely need to be improved in ‘quality’ and
it is part of the designer’s general responsibility to argue
for better materials whenever they are reallyjustified. But
both the student and the customer have the right to ask,
first of all, what can be done in the way of making the

thing more effective without increasing the cost. Once

they are quite clear on that point, they will be that much
more ready to see the possible advantages of a bigger
outlay.

Figure ro illustrates the restyling of a job which is not

part of a standardized series. It shows what happened
when Mr. E. Sydney, a distinguished librarian, restated
the text of a leaflet about the Leyton Public Libraries,
and then sent it to The Curwen Press, where it was

typographically restated with admirable simplicity and
directness. The contrast shows the ineffectiveness of rule
underlines for emphasis and fussy decoration. Here the
customer presumably ‘paid more to get more’—not only
better paper and a block, but all the special services that
can be expected from a great printing house which is also
a typographic centre; everything from sound advice on

design through to impeccable machining: All the printed
literature of this library has now been similarly trans-

formed, and the results show how a free public library,
the cultural centre of its community (and in wartime its

maid-of-all-work)ought to look upon the printed word—
as something important enough to be dressed with pride
and distinction. The Public Libraries of Hornsey and
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

Westminster (Fig. 28)offer further good sets of examples.
There will be many more, now that an elementarystudy of

typography is recognized as a door to professional
advancement for librarians. Figures 7 and 8 show another
‘institutional’ restyling. The simplificationof the booklet-
covers (Fig.7) reminds us that the typographer (in this case

Mr. James W. Wright, Head of the Printing Department
of the Camberwell School of Arts and Crafts)has exercised
his right to criticize the ‘wording’ in the interests of

quicker conveyance of the sense. That is the last thing that
a printer or compositor would ever do. Any printer who
asks whether the copy is in fact saying all (or only) what
needs to be said in that particular area is thinking as a

designer—andflouting five centuries of craft tradition. The

proposed change of copy may or may not be accepted in the

specific case, but it must at least be considered if there
is any prima facie case for it, since restyling means

thinking-out the job afresh from the primary question,
“What is this printed thing supposed to be doing?”

The National Union of Teachers must have asked
itself at some stage what its printed literature was sup-
posed to be doing, apart from keeping its members and

potential members informed about its services. If each

piece also had the duty of representing the Union as a

proud and intelligent body, and actually combating the

image of teachers as people contented to be underpaid
and reconciled to sparse living, then there was reason

enough to call in as good a designer as Mr. Ruari McLean
for an effective restyling (Fig. 12). The Workers’ Educa-
tional Association provides an equally good instance of

typography emphasizing the ‘look of pride’ (Fig. 1).
So far we have mentioned restylings which were each

carried out by a single printing office. But some of the
earliest large-scale reforms come under the head of

(continued on page 15)

WokingCountySchool for Girls
THE SCHOOL MAGAZINE

No. 24
Novemper, 1947

FOREWORD.
Ir is a pleasure for us all to meet again in these pages —members of Staff, some now scattered far from Surrey,
many happily with us still, Old Girls, some of you mem.
bers of the School at its foundation, present girls, some as
yet only a term or two old—to meet again and breathe to-

gether the good spirit that animates our community.
We can take heart in the successes, the exploits and

activities of the past year, recorded here. We can feel
proud of our Fifth and Sixth Forms for their achievements
in Examinations and in service to the School, especially
when we remember the troubled circumstances of their
earlier school years. We can look forward with good hope
when we see the sturdiness and promise of our first years,
in whom, maybe, a new chapter has begun, less over-

shadowed by war than the last.

Already, with a little more in the shops to buy, and
life a little easier and less strained, we have been able to
aim at a higher standard of smartness in dess and bear-
ing, and this has strengthened our self-respect.

The main centre of interest, however, for the coming
year will be in the revived Houses of Beech, Cedar, Oak
and Pine with their two new

companions, Ash and Elm. In

building them again we shall find added scope for the gift
of initiative, the scnse of responsibility and the will and
power to serve the common good, which are the qualities
that make a community, be it a school or a nation or the
United Nations itself.

Of these three qualities, the gift of initiative has

already been called on to play a part in ‘this very maga-
zine. For the first time original contributions have been
invited. You can see what scope is here for development.

We have then, a sound tradition to maintain and
several clear purposes before us to keep our minds alert and
our hearts warm.

Already I look forward to recording in these pages
next year, three more terms of endeavour and success, for
which I send you now my very good wishes.

VoL. Amt.

The

SCHOOL MAGAZINE
WOKING COUNTY GRAMMAR SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

Number 25 November 1948

Foreword
As this Magazine appears, linking once more the past and the present, the
School reaches its twenty-fifth year. After a quarter of a century we cannot
imagine that the School is merely the four low, chilly huts we know so well,
or even the three hundred busy members who fill them to-day, for we believe
that, just as real, there lives on here the experiences ofall twenty-five gencra~
tions and their services and traditions. If we then pause to consider what our
contribution has been in this last year to the growing life ofthe School, we

may perhaps be justly proud of the generation which left us in July. In their
Houses and Games, in their scholarship and choices ofcareer, they have set
high examples. The School, too, as a whole has maintained its own standard,
particularly in the response it has made to calls for help and friendship from
many lands. What should be our aim for next year? It is easy enough to see
what each one of us has to do to enrich the life of the whole—each must keep
herself smart and alert, each must train and develop her own gifts of mind
and character by serious study and public service. Easy enough to say and
to see, but a wonderful triumph if at the end of a year each can say it has
been done. To that end, f send you my very best wishes.

V.L. Hite

Editorial
The life of the School during the past year has been a happy one, charac-
terised by a spirit of friendliness and endeavour, its even tenor in sharp
contrast to the restless tempo of the world to-day.

One ofthe most notable events of the year has been the revival of Houses;reports which give an idea of their function and of the way in which they
have fulfilled it can be found later in this magazine.More original contributions have been sent in this year than last; many of
these, not ofa sufficiently high standard for the magazine, will be filed and
put in the Library for anyone who likes to read.

We hope that contributors will not be disappointed iftheir efforts have not
been published this time, and that they and others, will, as soon aspossible,
send in entries for next year’s edition.

“Begin, to begin is half the work. Let half still remain; again begin this,
and thou wilt have finished.”

R.E.A.

Fig. 9. How Messrs. Unwin Bros. of Woking transformed a typical School Magazine. The results were far-reaching,
10
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THE ‘TYPOGRAPHIC RESTYLING’ EXHIBITION AT 54 FETTER LANE

ABOVE: Two ofthe screens in the exhibition, showingexamples representing various

large industrial restylings ‘before and after’—in this case, the work of the London

‘Typographical Designers Ltd. The exhibit in the lower right-hand corner is shown
on a larger scale on the opposite page (British Legion leaflet).
LEFT: Mr. Joseph Thorp, who opened the exhibition, signs the Visitors’ book.

Mr. Thorp, author of the first text-book of typography ever addressed to the layman
print-buyer (Printing for Business, 1918), was the first practising typographic
designer in Britain. His suggestions for a precise nomenclature for type study, first

published in The Monotype Recorder, have been widely adopted.
BELOW: Nearly all of the leading typographic designers of Great Britain attended
the opening of the exhibition, as well as a number of younger designers of great

promise. The screens in the background were devoted to typical ‘before and after’

examplesof the massive H.M.S.O typographic restyling.
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inal British Legion leaflet, in one colour. Centre and below,
the same text as transformed by L.T.D. Ltd. into a three-fold card in blue and black, ready to slip into the pocket.

Lester

The

NLD
and

INSURANCE

AGAINST

ALL RISKS

Fig. 12. Above: typical leaflets of

the National Union of Teachers

before they were restyled by Mr.

Ruari McLean.

Below: the same items as

they now appear. Despite
the reduction in size, the

redesigned items look
Aan a ae

much more impressive, WwWipl f
thanks to effective typo-

graphy and paper of much Sea

better quality. Another

case of ‘spending more to ga PN

JOINget more’ in prestige.

the National Union of Teachers
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Fig. 13. Restyling by Mi . Stuart Rose. ‘Monotype’ Times

New Roman with Perpetua for the cover.
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Fig. 14. Perpetua Titling gives dignity and ease to this H.M.S.O.

restyling of a booklet cover.

(continued from page 10)

“typographic standardizations’: that is, rules as to the

choice and use of type laid down by the customer for the

guidance of any number of contract printers in different

parts of the country. The general style evolved by the

London and North Eastern Railway, and the traditional

Victorian style which it replaced, have already been illus-

trated in The Monotype Recorder. The change affected

ninetyrintin contracts.itwaslargelyresonsiblefor the
development Gr ivionotype Gi Sans ibm 1s oriyutal

titling and roman lower case into a ‘family’ of twenty-
four related series. This may be taken as an extreme

example of the customer exercising his responsibility for

design, not in terms of what Messrs. X (the best printers
he can think of) are willing and able to do, but rather

in terms of what he can force even Messrs. Y and Z

to do under pain of losing the contract. That wary and

perhaps cynical attitude may have some bearing on the

popularity of Gill Sans, as an almost foolproof type-face
—and on the whole movement toward stark simplicity
which characterized jobbing typography reforms in the

thirties.

The restyling movement has, as we have seen, tended

to reveal the master printer as a man who cannot be

blamed if he has not bothered to tell the customer that

there are much better types available today, and better

ways of using them, than there were in 1908. But the

customer who makes that discoveryis in the mood to

blame somebody, if only himself, for not having noticed

it before. Sometimes the printer
p>" = v7 Aden Tone of

contract. Lnat 1S unfair. But when the customer does
take the blame himself he thereby takes the credit for any

improvement, and then the whole Trade suffers a loss of

prestige. Certain printers, thinking as typographers,
have been far from willing to get clear of any blame (and
credit) on matters of design. Figure 2 shows how one

printer (Messrs. Tillotson), getting discontented with the

look of a popular pocket reference-booklet, transformed

it after some technical experiment into a charming job in

Perpetua with its Bold. There are many similar instances,
including a most interesting group or chain of restylings
by Messrs. Unwin Bros. of Woking—a ‘chain reaction’

(continued on page 20)
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Fig. 15. Mark-up, and result, of a restyling by The Curwen Press. Actual size 7}” 42”.



ABOVE: Some ‘cheap books’ ofthe past 450

years, including an Aldine pocket edition,
provided the historical background for the

EXHIBITION OF PENGUIN

BOOK TYPOGRAPHY

held in the Corporation’s Lecture Room,
1951.

LEFT: The frames held 27 Penguin books,
each one set ina different type face, each face

a ‘Monotype’ classic of distinction. 99 per
cent of all Penguin books have been set on

‘Monotype’ composing machines.

RIGHT: Sir Allen Lane (centre) with Mr.

Hans Schmoller, typographic designer, and

Mrs. Schmoller.

BELOW: Some recent Penguin, Pelican,
Puffin and related editions, each identified

by characteristics, style and formats.
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Words common to both languages sre given in the French division only.

GAL FRANCAIS—ANGLAIS GAN

Ti gellery[d'une mine) level[au eaux)
«un meuble) cornice [passage) arcade

allery D5] lookers-on (pl) Premigre —

[théatre] Dress-circle | Deuviéme, troisiéme

—, Upper boxes (pt [tig] Hardtime of it

GALERIEN™ galley slave: convict | V

GALERNE | Vent de —,
‘

Nor’-weste

GALET™ pebble [gros) boulder [plage) shingle
tech) friction roller : bowl : slide

GALE'TAS: garret | Vrai —, Regular den

GALETTE cake [4) biscuit [pers) flat [vulg,
argent) ‘tin’ | —S* [charbon] small lumps

Galeux" -euse g. [chien) mangy [mouton)scab
by Efruit)rough | Brevis _e, “Black sheep’

Etre —, [pers] To have the itch

GALGAL ccira: tumules

GALH-AUSANS' [, pl] back-stays
GALIBOT™ [houili.] tram-boy
GALIMAFRED stew * hash

GALIMATIAS:: nonsense

GALIOTE galliot | — &bomhes, Bomb-ketch

‘GALIPETTE’ gambol caper
GALLE [de chéne] onk-apple | Noix de —,

[pl] Nutgalls
Gallican”*-e a. — : French (Cath. Church, ete.]
GALLICANISME, doctrine and practice of the

French Cath. Ch. [opposed to ultramontanism
GALLICISME: _sm : French idiom
GALLINACES: [pl] gallinaceze
GALLOIS:-H Welshman, Welshwoman - W hoy,

Wgirl (a. & langue) Welsh

G@ALOCHE galosh [Amer.) rubber [sem. en bois)
elog [4) open snatch-block | Menton de —,

Nut-cracker chin

de —,

GALON™ lace [}<) stripe | Quand on prend
du —. on n’en saurait trop prendre, You can’t
have too much of a good thing

—nner" va, to cover ... with lace [ou stripes]
GALOP™ [pr. gat]gallop05: hot haste [répri-

mande) *blowing-up'|Au—, Ata @! Grand
—, Full @| Augrand —,Atfall @| Petit,
Canter | Un temps de —, A short @

GALOPADE galloping : gallop
Galopante a. | Phtisie _, Rapid decline

Galoper" v. to gallop [fam) to run hither and
thither [suivre) to hunt after

GALOPIN™ errand-boy [mauvaise part) seamp

[tech) guide-pulley
Galvanique a. —ic | GALVANISME _sm

Galvaniser” va. to galvanize
GALVANO [typ] ‘electro’ Ftyping
CALVANOMETRE _ter | _PLASTTE electro-

Galvaader’ va.to injure : to‘make a mess of’
Gambader’ vn. (or, Faire des GAMBADES']

to gambol
Gambill'er’ v. [4] to gybe : to shift over

GAMBIT™ [a nasal] — [gamo-bitt]
GAMELLE bowl : mess-tin [repas) mess | Ca-

marade de —, Mess-mate
GAMIN™ boy- street boy : ‘street arab’ : ‘young

monkey *[mawv. part) ‘little blackguard'
GAMINERLE boy's trick, ou nonsense

GAMIME gamut: scale|_— majeure montante,
Ascending major scale | Changer de

—,
To

tone [ou ‘tune ']
@ lower jaw (personne)

‘

regular old
GANDIN™ dandy : ‘swell’ Lwoman’

GANGA[dessables] sand-grouse

GAL ENGLISH-FRENCH GAN

GALAXY __xie: voie lactée [4g) constellation

GA'LA DAY (ghé-le-dél jour de féte
— NIGH soirée de gala

GALE [ghéle] vent . tempéte [rent) terme

GALL [e. 0 dans sort] fiel {sore) écorchure |
[ve.) écorcher [fig) piquer | -BLADDER vési-

cule diliaire | _S noix de galle
GALL/ANT’ [4] V. Fore. Main, cte.

Gail’ant [pr. gd-le-nntt] a. brave noble -

gelent |‘Hon and — member’ [en par-
lant d'un député qui est officier]

Gali’antly ad. vaillamment

Gallant’ a. galant (to auprés de]
Gallant'ly ed. galamment
GALLANTRY [ya-le-nntré] valeur + nob-

lesse [attentions) galanterie
GALLERY galerie [art _) musée | To play

to the —, Poser pour la @ | Reporters’ _.Tribune de laPresse| Whispering _, Voitte
acoustique : éch

GALLEY gatére leakslesetneltvpon) cere
-PROOF éprewve en placard | _ PRESS
presse 4 épreuves | SLAVE galérien

Gall'ic.a. [hist) gaulois [acid) gallique
Gall'ican [ke-nn] a. —

Gall'ing [a, 0 dans sort] a. piquant [V_ Galt]
GAL'LIOT galiote {— fire, Feu vil

GALL'TPOY pot’
GALLON [gail’an]quatre litres et demi [4

quarts equal 45348 litres] [V Table 91]
GALLOO'N [ghe-loiine] galon

remarquer.secon

GALL'OP [gat’-e-p] galop ‘ea
— galoper : aller au galop.| — off [ou
away,] partir au galop | —ing a. galopant

GALL’OWS [le-z] putence | -BITS potence
GALOSHES [pl] galoches [¥. Goloshes]
Gai'vanize va. galvaniser | —d a. galvanisé
Gamble wn. jouer | — away, perdre au jeu
GAM’BLER joueur
GAMBLING [le) jeu [a) ... de jou
GAMBO'GE [gamm-hotidje] gomme-gutte
GAM'BOL gamvbade [vn.) faire des gambades

GAME jeu . partie [animals) gibier [Game,
dans ce séns, n'a pas de plur.] [vn.) jouer

A —oftennis, Une partie [not un jeu]deT
Drawn —, Partie multe | ‘Little _" [fam]
Ficelie | His old —s [tricks] Des siennes |
To die _, Mourir crinement | To make —

of, Se moquer de... | Ground, Winged—,Gibier a poil, @ A plumes | -BAG carnier :
carnassiére | -COCK cog de combat |
-KEEP’ER garde-chasse | -LAWS lois sur la

chasse | GA’ME-STER joueur
GAMING jeu [a.) ...de jeu

GAM'GEE TISS'UE gaze i pansements
GAMM'ON [me] [of bacon) quartier (de lard]

That's all _! (vulg] Quelle Dlague!
Gamm’on [me-nn] va. (vulgar) blaguer : se

ficher de - mettre ... dedans :‘enfoncer’

GAMM'ONING [me-nn] [of bowsprit] liure

“GAMP '‘ pépin'
= ‘riflard?

ghéme

GAM'UT [me-t] gamme | GAN'DER jars

12, to Weapwp:to hourd

‘upwards up the ziver | En
ede Hanterly wind

SOM segura for one'saelf

pl] Capita | 4 MOU RS" love.attnien

‘Atnonseusensent” al amoroualy :lovingly
Araonreweevse a fyers)ssuoroas [te i08)

de,of)onamoned Pohodt)Tove.a remove

a. amphibions [fb.yen]
|

Siar

Hote hoemtente|

vocal

micaning,
eoresien

"fle profenear)

LM PLIA TION

AMPLIPICATION™ + enlargement
Ainplitior” wm, to araplify sto eulurgeon

be

1: ampulla
Arapouté-e gu ulsterat[etylethouniatic
AMPUTATION — [amon pion-téckerni]

‘Ampuier
eg, to wmipuine | Ample

va,

With
hi eg taken oat the

AwUere thigh
MORE (navlalow-tine: tack | Point

Ara/orous [re , amorous -ly,-euserd]
ZMOUNT [emasnae] montane: total LF

Aa Tear) indsfi arte TPL AT
ANCESTOR [ter] nicn)'un de senancttree

ANCESTRY sncttres Ga] Liguage

Prepositions vp 23 Lefora souneandparticiples Roman type.

‘Avatantives in Cepitals. Ail FEMININE words in Malic. MASCULINE, thes,

FRANCAIS—ANGLAIS ANE

Arsurer’ on, to baut Gia. tack aboard |Mor fa grandveile? Down manin 1908!

hare enue
evaclt very meee [ell waive Aatei
Hes watciag yamse [oufun] of me

(CHORETEanehorite [ang-to-raiee]ANAGHRONISHE feun) <u fasesad
Dngpide e stratd

ANAGHAMME wm | ABALOGIE —ey

Analytique

ANANAS:PopleSere—
ANANCHIE cy [el Truce
outdoor

a Dsamemsuer
HEME me [AITO

TE'TE anriquity-peierity senior.

fom tine fesmmensoriad

vont
2

ta prostente (prix) toeae
ANEANT)SSEMENT" aunbhilation: utter

and fetch, Allerchereher]

iA
NY chensts ekveretie” Insular

‘Anen'tprep, touchaut Hue

Lefore verti, Teale,

A point (S*) means silent, or GN‘ LL’ L’ liquid ; two points (S“) no liaison. 245]

Fig. 17. ‘Before . . .
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Fig, 16.

‘BEFORE’ (LINE-BL

The first edition of John Bellow:

OCKS)...AND
?s

French-English
Dictionary was published in 1873. It measured 43 by
22 inches and contained about 340,000 words. It was, of

course, composed by hand in a 4-point type specially cut

and cast for the purpose. The entire edition was printed
on hand presses in two colours and required seventy

successive impressions. Three years later John Bellows

scrapped the original setting and the whole work was

reset, again by hand, ina slightly larger format.

In 1910 the pocket edition was supplemented by a

Crown 8vo edition, the style of which (represented by
the line-block on the left) remained constant until

1950. Both the early examples on this page show an

ingenious use of different styles of type to
«

ignal’ dis-

tinct categories: an aid to reference and incidentally a

way of saving space by eliminating such labels as subs.,
vb., adj., masc., etc. But the resort to an unrelated

‘grot’ type marred the general typographic effect of

the page.



Words common to both languages are generally given in the French division only,

POL FRANCAIS—ANGLAIS PON

2OLKA
— | Polker: ¥. to dance the P |

EN

wr ya. to pollute | POLLUTION —

feu) —»{slang for) botster
-EPole {langue & a.) Po'lish | Soot

[fam] As drunk as a ‘lord?

POLTRON~ coward : skulker | —-n1e a. cow-

ardly | —NNE-RLE cowardice : cowardly
thing

Polych'rome a. many-coloured

POLYCHROMIE colour photography
POLYCLINIQUE polyclinic : general hospital :‘outpatients’ department.

POLYGAMEpolye’amist| POLYGAMIE my
POLYGONE artillery-range [géom) polygon
POLYGLOTTE [& @.] polyglot
POLYGRAPHE manifold writer | POLYPE

POLYPODE —dium [fam) polypody Lpolypus
BOLYSYLLABE polysyifable(a) polysllabic

Polytechnique ia
POLYTH1

th for
ccectond 8 joao

1
POMMADE pomade [pour les Iévres)salve

de canne, etc.) head [d"un cheret) knob fk nul}
{@arrosoir) rose | — d’Adam,, Adam's apple |

— de discorde, Bone of contention | — gougée
ader | — de PIN fir-cone

| —s de T} potato 23,
led {compiet, fig)

*

regular’ :

gel’ [slang] That’s a

cart cabbage |good one!

Laitue —ée, Cabbage tet

POMMEAU pommel
Pomme'é -e a. dappled | Gris

POMME-RAIE apple-orchard
POMMETTE knob [delajoue) cheek-bone

POMMIER~ apple-tree
POMPE (mach) pump [faste) pomp instr. de

‘mus) slide | a bieyelerte, Bicycle P| —

ante, Suction P | —- foulante, Force P| —-&
incendie,Fire-engine [— a pneus, Tyre pump |

-

FUNEBRES:[pl] Funerals’: undertaker

mortician [fam) Chateau la —,

Adam's Ale

Pomper- . to pump :to pump up : to
‘

guzzle*
‘Pompette a. [fam] tipsy : ‘rather merry"

» Dapple-grey

Pompeux: -euse a. pompous [-sement: -ly}
POMPIER~ pump-maker [sapeur-—) fireman

FOMPON~ top-knot | Avoir ‘son —,’ To be

“half seas over? | A vous le —, You beat
‘one

* se Pomponner*? yr. to dress oneself up

PONCAGE rubl pami
PONCE pounce ipierre —) pumice-stone | Sa-

‘yon-_, Sand-soap
PONCEAUpoppy [tect culvert : arch

<a. invar, bright red
Poncer: va, to rub ...with pumice : to pounce
PONCIRE kind of thick-rinded lemon

PONCIS: or PONCIR stencil sheet : stele com-

osion |2. unoriginal: conventionalON To tap «.
* punctuation : points (pl} IL

manque /a —,Jt wants a stop [ou point]
Ponetuel -elle a punctual {-lement:-Ily]
Ponetuer’ va. to punctuate : to dot (de, with]

Ligne ponctuée, Dotted line

PONDAISON™ laying (eegs}
PONDERATION™ balanci

to balance

balance

1»Laying hen

Z ay pony
PONT. bridge 14) deck | Surle — On deck

1¥. DECK} —aux anes, “Pons asinorum’ |
TS et chaussées, Highways depart

Tngénieur des —s et chaussées, [Stat
2

| — sérien, Airlift | AQUE
bridge serving as an aqueduct | — 2 5.

CULE weigh-bridge |

NEGFlol —s—s1pon

—ROULANT: overhead travelling crane

<= SUSPENDU suspension bridge
TOURNANT: swing bridge
TRANSBORDEUR transporter bridse
VOLANT: fiying. bridge [4f, tech) hanging

PONTAGE{3 bridge-bullding Lstage

eT guard
PONTIFE pontiff | pontifical a. — [lement>

-lly | PONTIBICAT~ —ate

POL ENGLISH— FRENCH POL

POLISHING polissage : vernis

— TOOL polissoir
Polite Vaitr] a. poli {to, pour) complaisant :

‘alientit | — LITERATURE belles-lertres

Politely(tal
ad. poliment :comme fut

Wai politesse
ik} a.politique

. politique[-lly, -mont)
LITY'CIAN [pol-e-tiche-nn: i bref] homme

politique{speaking disparagingly the French

alsosty * pollen] [Amen forlowfellow)

POLITICS{pot'e-iks} (ll la poltique
POLITY politique : régime

POLL (péle} liste électorale : élection {beck of

neck) occiput | Declaration of the —, Procla-

‘mation du seratin | To head the —, Tenir la

zéte du serutin | Heavy —,Beaucoup de vo~

tants | To demand a, Demander le serutin |
TAX [hist] capitation

1. (for, pour) voter [so many votes) ob-
fenir fat, a) voter : se faire inscrire

“POLL” fo bref}
*

Jacquot’
Pollard va, {tree) ététer

PO'LLING-BOOTH [pd] bureau du scrutin

‘A point (S*) means silent, or GN" LL ‘Ls liguid : two points (S*) no liaison, Sil

. ‘AFTER’ THE RESTYLING OF

BELLOWS’S FRENCH DICTIONARY

The latest revision was completed under the direction

of the author’s only surviving son, Mr. J. E. Bellows.

In consultation with Messrs. Longman, Green & Co.,
the publishers, the Crown 8vo edition represented in

the opposite page was restyled to ‘Monotype’ Times

New Roman by Messrs. John Bellows Ltd., of

Gloucester. The pocket edition, of which an actual

page is inset above, was reproduced by photographic
reduction, and the need for that treatment influenced.

the design of the 8vo letterpress pages,
The Monotype Corporation was commissioned to

redesign and recut the cap A, E and O in roman and

italic to carry the standard French accents on the same

body as the normal capitals,
The new style obtains the same ‘automatic dis-

tinction’ of word categories, but does so with far more

harmonious effect, by employing alphabets designed to

work together.

Words common to both languages are generally given in the French division only.

POI FRANCAIS—ANGLAIS POI

POINT: — :stop : hole [#) position : point 95
[de voile) clew [de conduite, de travail) mark

[du jour) break of day [ouv. a aiguille) stitch

[_ final) full-stop [sur un i) dot | Deux —s,

() Colon | —-virgule, (;) Semicolon | —s

conducteurs, (...) Leaders | 4 —, To [ou at]
the very moment : just in the nick of time

[viande) to a turn | Mettre 4 — [mach] to

overhaul : to tune up | a quel —,
To what

extent ... | 4 quel — en est-il? How far has he

got? [A tel _ que, To such a degree that ... |
Au

—,
In focus | Mise au —, Focussing |

Faire le —, [&] To take the bearings |
‘

Pour

un — Martin,’ etc., For want of a nail the shoe

was lost | Sur le — de ..., On the point of ... |
— ARRIERE back-stitch | _ de CHAINETTE
chain-stitch | — de CHAUSSON:- herring-
bone (stitch] — de COT#, or — d’OURLET--

hem | Coudre & —s @ourlet, To hem | Un

— de COTS, a stitch in the side | -DROIT-

-DEVANT: running (stitch] Couler [or coudre]
A _s devant, To run | — @’KPINE feather-

stitch |  MORT~ dead-centre | _ NOUE
lockstitch | _ ROULE whipping | — de VUE

prospect [fig) stand-point : point of view

Point: ad. no : never : any : not any : not

[V. Table 77] — du tout, By no’ means

POINTAGE pointing : levelling : laying : aim

Ides noms) checking :ticking off [jeu) scoring
POINTE point 58 : top : head :half-shawl, ou

scarf [_ du jour) break [typ) bodkin [clou)
wire nail [saveur) dash ffig) witticism : pun :

spice | — de douleur, Stab of pain | Une

— Wironie, A touch of irony | Coup de —,

Sword-thrust : stab | Sur Ja — des PIED’S-, on

tip-toe | Heures de —,
Rush hours

POINTEAU centre-punch [de carburateur)
needle-valve | POINTEMENT~ [V. Pointage

Pointer: y. to point : to pierce [d’un sabre) to

thrust [plantes) to spring up [oiseau) to soar

upward [cheval) to rear [les i) to dot [4) to

prick [chiffres, etc.) to check ou tick off

[typ) to get register [canon) to lay [mus) to

dot [jeu) to score : to keep the score

POINTEUR pointer : marker : gunner : scorer

POINTILL® stippling : dotted line

Pointill-er- y. to cavil (a, at] [gravure) to stipple
POINTILL‘ERIE cavilling : bickering
Pointilleux- -euse a. captious [sur, as to)

punctilious
Pointu -e a. sharp : subtle [esprit) stiff and

disagreeable
POINTURE size | Quelle est votre —? What size

do you take? [boots, gloves]
POIRE pear [&poudre) powder-flask [caoutch.)

bulb [sonnetie) electric bell-push : pear-
switch | Une — pour /a soif, Something for a

rainy day |
‘

Quelle —’ ‘What a juggins
he is!” | POIRE perry

POIREAU wart Iplante}leek [fam) ‘juggins’
POIREE white-beet [ponica
POIRIER~ pear-tree | — du Japon, Pyrus Ja-

POIS- pea 5 [pi] Petits _, Green peas | La

fleur des
—,

The best of the bunch | ‘— pour

Seve,’ Tit for tat | — C, marrowfat | —

CHICHE chick-pea | — de SENTEUR
POISON” — 7 Lsweet-pea
Poissard: -e a.

‘

Billingsgate”
POISSARDE fish-woman {fig) fish-wife

POI ENGLISH—FRENCH POI

POIGN-ANCY piquant [emotion) violence

Poignant a. piquant : violent
POINT [sharp —, & promontory) pointe [spot,

dot, place, and in games) point [fig) question :

détail : trait : essentiel : fin [of joke) piquant
[of compass) aire de vent : quart [electr.)
contact : prise de courant | Starting —, P

de départ | The highest —, [of mountain]
Le plus haut sommet | At the — of death, &

Varticle de Ja mort | From — to —, De distance

en distance | In —, To the _,
4 propos | Not to

the
_,

Hors de propos | On the — of, Sur le

_ point de ... [V. Sur] On this —, a cet égard :
§ ace propos| To make it a — to, To make a

a— of, Se faire un devoir, une régle,de : ne

pas manquer de | That is the —, Voili la

Squestion| You miss my —, Vous ne voyez
©

pas ot je veux en venir | To come to the _,

= Venir au fait | Decimal —,Virgule (décimale)
Sthe sore —, L’endroit ‘sensible [or, Son
Rendroit sensible) Tender —, Point cea 1

To give _s to, Rendre des points a |In _

FACT, en effet : A Ia vérité | — LACE,
dentelle & Paiguille : point d’Alengon | — of

LAW, Point de droit | -blank ad. de but en

blanc : & brale-pourpoint [to deny, etc.)
catégoriquement [a.) catégorique : direct |
Policeman. on -— DUTY,  agent-vigi

[V. POINTS]

POINT-TO-POINT course au clocher

Point va. [_ out, — to, — at) indiquer : montrer

du doigt [to direct, towards, vers) diriger [tele-
scope, cannon, and type)pointer [punctuate)

..Ponctuer [masonry joints)jointoyer (with, de]

gz
$

sharpen) tailler {rope) faire une queue-de-rat
Sa | — yn. [to, towards, vers] se tourner [dog)
Sarréter | To — out [fig] Signaler : faire re-

marquer : rappeler : préciser
Point’ed a. pointu [remark) direct [allusion)

évident [archit) ogival | _ ARCH ogive
ly ad. expressément : d ne pas s’y méprendre

POINTER [pointt’r] index [dog) chien d’arrét

[rod) baguette
POINT'ING pointage [mas.) jointoiement
Point'less a. sans pointe [fig) sans sel :

insignifiant : qui n’a rien @ voir avec la

question : sans but
POINTS [pl] [«) aiguilles [typog.) poin-

tures | —MAN [pl. —men] aiguilleur
—MAN’S BOX poste d’A.

POISE équilibre
: aplomb

Poise va. balancer : tenir en équilibre
POISON — [va.) empoisonner (with, avec

§ To take _, To — oneself, S’empoisonner
« POISONER empoisonneur -euse

§ POISONING empoisonnement
&¥ Poi’sonous [ze-ne-ss] a. toxique : vénéneux

©
[venomous) venimeux [fig) empoisonné

polnit,
potze,

o

dans
sort

ize-nn,
sor

Be

A point (S*) means silent, or GN: LL: L: liquid : two points (S“) no liaison. 509

Fig. 18. “... and after’.
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(continuedfrom page 15)

set off by the success of their redressing of a school

magazine (Figs. 9 and 19). In Fig. 19 (below),the ‘before’

is itself better than many of the programmes printed for

local Dramatic Societies, but its ‘jobbingstyle’ and cheap
paper put it in contrast to the ‘after’ in which ‘Monotype’
Bembo has been deployed with the same thought and

skill that would have gone to a far more profitable
large-scale publication.

The one most resounding event in typographic re-

form during the past twenty years was the complete re-

dressing of The Times in a composition series which has

had world-wide acclaim, and a range of brilliant titlings,
bolds, etc. The story has been told in this journal and

elsewhere!. Meanwhile periodical restyling has pro-

ceeded apace. When the Corporation’s collection was

being shown in America, one ‘before and after’ aroused

special interest because it showed howa little parish

1 Notably in a travelling exhibition (the first ever devoted to a type-face as an event in

the history of Industrial Design) organized by the British Council for exhibition abroad.

The latest development in the story of the Times New Roman is shown in this footnote,

set (by permission of The Times) in the new ‘Claritas’ size of Series 327, whereby the

paper accommodates an extra thirty lines to every column of its ‘classifieds’, and makes

other very timely adjustments to the newsprint shortage.

THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

magazine (Figs. 20 and 21) had been revivified by the

Vicar (the Rev. GuyDaniel)with the help of Mr. Ruari

McLean. Incidentally, its tiny circulation was more than

doubled despite a well-justified increase of the price to

4d. In Mr. J. Blair-Fish’s book Better Parish Magazines
(Church Assembly)and in the vigorousarticles and work

of Mr. Toye Vise, one may see that the phrase ‘parish
magazine’ is no longer necessarily a term of contempt

amongsttypographers.
No one pair of examples can begin to indicate the scope

and complexity of the H.M.S.O. restyling of official

publications, of which the most significant ‘befores and

afters’ were shown for the first time in the Corporation’s
exhibition, through the kindness of Mr. H. G. Carter,
the typographer most responsible for carrying out the

general principles laid down by the Committee headed

by Sir Francis Meynell. The Penrose Annual for 1950,

in an article by Mr. Charles Batey, gave particulars and

illustrations of great value to students. Figures 3, 4and 14

are characteristic of the change and the new attitude to

‘official printing’ which it reveals.

Fig. 19. Below: 1951.

FOUNDER: R. W. WESTCOTT

The Contial Payers

present

A

Hi MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S

DREAM

Sha Shapat Shy Coxnee

by Gawd Lovey

|

By MENDELSSOHN

FIFTIETH PRODUCTION

Produced by Bit Conneaux

HORLEY CENTRAL PLAYERS

By WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

‘WITH SELECTIONS PROM THE MUSICAL SCORE

PRESENTED IN MARCH 1952

Left and below: 1952. Restyled by Unwin Bros.

HORLEY CENTRAL PLAYERS

Present

A Midsummer Night's
Dream

WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

a

“A MidsummerNigh's Dream was probablyfst presented
a the lat word in modem entertainment at the wedding
of the Earl of Southampeonin 1598. It seems to us that

iis asmoder asever, andforthisreasonwearedressingie not asa period piece, but in the costume of our own

time. Features of ballet have been added by Margaret
Leightonwherever limited stage space has allowed.” 4. F.

PRESENTED IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL HALL, WORLEY
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TYPOGRAPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS

DECEMBER, 1944.

Vouume II] New Series No 12 Price 2d By Post 3/- per year

COLNBROOK

Parish Magazine
‘The Viese: Tue Rev WILLIAM S. PORTER, B.A., The Vicarage, Colnbrook. Tel.+ Colnbrook 156.

Churehwardens: Messrs. W G Wurre (Vicars) and A H Davis (Partsh)

unborn Babe came to Bethlehem,SUNDAY SERVICES
room for them in the inn"; and

FIRST SUNDAY IN THE MONTH.

8a.m., HOLY COMMUNION

9 a.m., HOLY CC iii
11 a.m., Matting |

“OTHER SUNDAYS.

10-30 a.m.. SUNG

EYERY SUNDAY

My dear People,
I wish you’ for

uw
ZW Aly

fio

LY
Wate

aan

Fig. 20. How a parish magazine was transformed by Mr. Ruari

McLean. The price was doubled, the circulation bounded, the

periodical began to pay its way.

Fig. 22. Right: the Vicar’s notes are now set in ‘Monotype’
Times New Roman, legible even in this line-block miniature.

“there was no

St. John says that

“He came unto His own home, and His own people
How oft that

Fig. 21. A later cover (Albertus display).

in gratitude for the eight
ful service she has given to

Poyle, and Horton since she

1943." Thecigarette-case bears

peription— Presented to Nurse

js for services to. Colnbrook,

BiPoyle. 1943-1951" In his
Edwards recalled that, the

pociation was started in Coln-
jeen years ago and that since

Bicict Nurses had served Coln-
ithe surrounding district faith~

ell. He paid tribute to Nurse

fathe last of this line, saying
course of her service here she

secure place in the affections

ie, and he wished her a long and
iment. Mrs. Edwards, Presi~
local Nursing Association, then
lurse Jones with a cheque for
ithe Association. In a_brief

“Jones expressed her thanks

Dr. Edwards also reyretfully announced

that it seemed untikely, despite all the

representations that had’ been made, that

Colnbrook would have a resident District

Nurse in the furure.

Festival Guides

Collins have published a number of

guides to Britain this year on behalf ofthe
Festival of Britain Office under the general
editorship of Geoftrey Grigson. There are

fourteen volumes alfogetiier, covering the
whole of Great Britain and Northern

Ireland, and they are published at the

remarkably low price of 3s. 6d. each.
They are of some interest to the readers

of The Colnbrook Chronicle because the

Production Editor for the guides was Mr.
Ruari McLean who. was responsible for
the cover designs which decorate the front
Of The Colnbrook Chronicle. Furthermore,
the coloured title pages in two of the guides
are by artists who have done drawings for

the insets on the covers of The Chronicle.

Miss Sheila Robinson, who has done the

title page for the fifth in the series of guide
books—Chilterns to. Black Country, drew

“Poyle Road” which appeared ‘on the
cover ofThe Chronicle in April ofthis year.
Mr. E. W. Fenton has done the title page
for the third guide in the series, that of

The Home Counties. His drawing of
*

King John’s Palace *appears on the cover

this month, and his full page drawing of

the centre of the Village appeared on the

cover throughout 1950 and will appear

again next year.

Silver Wedding
‘Our congratulations and best wishes to

Mr. and Mrs. Jack May of The Bakery,
High Sweet, who celebrate their Silver

Wedding on’Sunday August 26 1951

Holidays
1 shall be away on holiday from Saturday

July 28 to Saturday August 11. The

services on the two Sundays f am away will

be at the usual times. Holy Communion

is being taken by the Reverend R. Ross,
late Vicar of Harmondsworth. Matins

and Evensong on Sunday July 29 will be

taken by Mr. H. F. H. Hamilton, a Lay
Reader from Beaconsfield who took the

services while Twasawaylast year. Matins

on Sunday August 5 will also be taken by
Mr. Hamilton who, however, is already
engaged elsewhere for Evensong on that

Sunday, so he is making arrangements for

someone else to takeit. Tam very grateful
to these gentlemen for helping me.

Guy Dantes,

|

|

i



Ten or more persons traveling together get reduced round-trip fare:

Page 4.

BosTON «x®? MONTREAL
QUEBEC, P. Q. AND NORTHERN NEW YORK
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St. Johns,
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alaMONTREALI“
AM.

RED WING TRAINS Nos. 302 & 325.

TRAINS Nos. 5 and 20. eH Gfservation
Lou and Montreal.
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Parlor Cars. Boston and Montrealson
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Gironeebuitelbe ang MetteBedroom.)
Car facilities avail Parlor Cars .Sherbrooke and Québec
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Coaches... . *Rostonand Mont- Newport and Quebec.

‘TRAIN No. 325.

NEW ENGLANDER
Sleeping Cars. ABostonto Montreal.

(2 Sec. 2 Double Bedroom.)
Coaches....,. Bostonto Montreal.

"TRAINS Nos. 307, 332 and 334
AMBASSADOR

Buffet Club Coach %Boston and Montreal. All
seats reserved. Coach tickets
accepted. Seat rate extra.

z Dining facilities avallable to
Coach passengers.

Coach.......%Boston to Montreal.

TRAIN No. 302.

NEW ENGLANDER
Sleeping Cars 4Montreal to Boston.

(12 Sec. 2 Double Bedroom.)
Coaches...... eeMontreatto Boston,

Fig. 23. Before and after the
American Boston & Maine Rail-

way timetable was restyled by

Boston-Montreal-Quebec P.Q.
I Boston-Montreal-Quebec via can. pac-Oue. Cen.

Professor Ray Nash to ‘Mono-

type’ Times New Roman with

special figures designed by H. G.
Carter.
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Buffet Parlor Car 439‘postonto Montreal,

Buffet available to coach passengers.

Coaches: Boston to Montreal.

GULL
No. 8 via Augusta

Pullman Sleeping Cars: Car 429 Halifax to

Boston. 10 Sec. D.R. 2 Comp. Car 435
Saint John to Boston. 10 Sec. D.R. 2

Comp, Sydney to Truro.

Parlor Car: Moncton to Saint John with

Buffet service.
Dining Car: Halifax to Moncton.

Coaches: Halifax to Saint John. St. John
to Boston.

ALOQUETTE

No,20
Buffet Parlor Car 490 Montreal to Boston.

Buffet available to coach passengers,

Coaches: Montreal to Boston.

GULL
No. 23 via Lewiston

Ready for occupancy in Boston at 830 p.m.

Pullman Sleeping Cars: Car 430 Boston to

Halifax. 10 Sec. D.R. 2 Comp. Car 436
Boston to Saint John, 10 Sec. D.R, 2

Comp, Truro to Sydney.
Parlor Car: Weekdays Saint John to

Moncton with Buffet service.
Dining Car: Moncton to Halifax.

Coaches: Boston to Saint John. Saint John
to Halifax.

Station stop of 30 minutes at McAdam for

breakfast,

RED WING
No. 302

Sleeping Cars via CP Ry.: Car 468
Montreal to Boston. D.R. 3 Comp.
Buffet. Car 470 Montreal to Boston,
12 Sec, 2 Double Bedrooms.

Coaches: Montreal to Boston,

NEW ENGLANDER
No. 302

Pullman Sleeping Car 82 via CN-CV Rys.
Montreal to Boston. 12 Sec, 2 Double

Bedrooms.
Coaches: Montreal to Boston.

AMBASSADOR
No. 307

B&M-CV-CN Buffet Parlor Car 37 Boston
to Montreal. Buffet available to coach

passengers,

Coaches: Boston to Montreal.

RED WING
No. 325

Sleeping Cars via CP Ry.: Car 467
Boston to Montreal. D.R. 3 Comp.
Buffet. Car 469 Boston to Montreal. 12
Sec. 2 Double Bedrooms.

Coaches: Boston to Montreal.

NEW ENGLANDER
No. 325

Pullman Sleeping Car 81 via CV-CN Rys.
Boston to Montreal. 12 Sec. 2 Double

Bedrooms. .

Coaches: Boston to Montreal.
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A POSTSCRIPT ON

THE STYLIST AND THE CRAFTSMAN

DuRING the past two years the Monotype Corporation’s “Before and After’ collection has

been drawn upon as illustrative material for over fifty lectures by members of the Corpora-

tion and others. These lectures have generally been given to mixed audiences of members

of the Trade, their customers, and the professionaldesigners who are increasingly their

go-betweens. Typographic design is perhaps the one common ground on which all three

elements of such an audience can carry on a useful discussion, and the chance to see a

succession of sharp typographic comparisons in the form of actual jobs always sets off

lively cross-talk. What emerges most clearly from such discussions (and this seems equally
true from Chicago to Copenhagen) is that the Printing Trade has not yet wholly made up its

mind, or at least has not yet clearly stated, what it wants from the professional typographic

designer. It is no use saying that it wants him abolished; nor, at the other extreme, is it

true to say that the Trade is passively accepting the intervention of the designer who is

outside its walls, on the principle that the customer is always right, even when he chooses to

talk through a go-between. The Trade is by no means hostile to the Outsider who draws up

the typographic specifications;but it does ask that he should be a genuine expert and not a

fumbler; and that he should show the diplomacy which is proper in dealing with men of high

skill and old tradition. The importance of their demand becomes clearer when we remember

what is involved in any radical restyling.
The word ‘style’ comes from the Latin ‘stylus’.

The pencil with which an author of ancient Rome
Wrote GOWN Nis TNOULNLS U1L LUIS WaxA-LUALOU Lauielo

was taken as a metaphor for his literary style, or

the manner of expressing ideas in words which
CILALACLOELIZTD A WLLLLL UL SULLUUL UL Walter. Durdis

phrases as ‘a style of architecture’, ‘stylish costume’

or ‘in fine style’ show how far the metaphor has

been stretched in modern times to cover almost

any reference to a recognizable and characteristic

way of doing things.
But in typography the word ‘style’ has a two-

fold association with the modern equivalent of the
Fig, 24. Prize-winning visualization layout by an apprentice, from the S >

:

1952 Gold Medal Layout Competition (B.F.M.P.).
ancient stylus. The proof-reader’s red pencil and

23
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

the editorial blue pencil pounce upon inconsisten-
cies or departures from the orthographic ‘style of
the house’,1 that would have nagged at the reader’s
subconcious mind. The layout man’s graphite pen-
cil also hunts down inconsistencies. In a restyling it

ploughs across the page that was set in a combina-
tion of spindly Old Style with coarse Clarendon,
and substitutes faces designed to work together;
or, where a booklet title-page has brought together
seven unrelated jobbing faces including Engraver’s
Gothic, it shows the more consistent effect of using
one good face in different sizes.

The layout pencil, however, is a relatively new

implement; and until the etiquette of its use is
better established it will continue to cause havoc in

the Trade. The master printer has seen it thrusting
like a wedge between him and his customer; and

to the craftsman-compositor its hard point may feel
like a very thorn in the flesh. The master printers
have had to seek and encourage layout talent

amongst their own men. How well they have suc-

ceeded may be seen in the thirty-five best entries
to the current Gold Medal Layout Competition
held by the British Federation of Master Printers.
Most of these layouts are at least as good as any-
thing one could expect froma provincial advertising
agency. When each printing office has discovered
its one most talented man, and has invested him

with the layout pencil and drawing-board, the

agent or free-lance typotect will have to retreat

to his own proper ground—press advertising and

large-scale stylings for firms that use many different

printers.
That would be a triumph for the Trade as a

whole. But the ordinary compositors, those who

were not singled out to be set down at the drawing-
board, then might even be ina more servile state (as
craftsmen) than they are now. As things are, they
can at least get some sour amusement from most

of the beautifully sketched layouts that leave, or

mean to leave, nothing to their judgement and dis-

cretion. It is the amusement of noticing that the

outsider, who has never touched type, has sadly
1 The phrase ‘style of the House’ refers both to orthographic style (e.g.

punctuation) and to typographic style, at least in so far as it concerns con-

sistent practices in spacing, initial-fitting, etc. But because the latter term

may also refer to the general design of the job (e.g. ‘Leicester Free Style’,
‘off-centre style’etc.) it is safer to use the phrase composingstyle for matters

concerning normal ‘House’ practice.

24

Fig. 25. Printing ex suite (London Typographic Designers Ltd.).

miscalculated the number of words that will go into the
areas so neatly indicated by parallel rules. The blunder
wastes the craftsman’s time, but at least it gives him that
little sense of superiority, and that sense of having some-

thing to contribute, which from the beginning of time
has been essential to the enjoyment of a skilled trade.
The layout man who has touched type might deny him
even that sardonic comfort.

Men still living remember a time when the precise
working layout would have been an unheard-of insult
to the craftsmen, and when it was even unnecessary to

pencil a ‘visualization’ of how the job ought to look.
That was because everyone concerned then knew per-

fectly well how the job (i.e. any job of that kind) ought
to look. Conventional styles gave the compositor a clear
mental image; variations in the copy (e.g. an abnormally
long displayed word) gave some play to his judgement.
Only when the customer ceased to be sure how the job
ought to look did the layout pencil come in.

Even today a compositor can produce a highly satis-

factory design with no help from the pencil—if (a) he
has had sound training in design, (b) the customer has
asked the printer simply to ‘make a good-looking job of
it’ without specifying how, and (c) if it is a single job
such as a banquet menu, not a series or suite of things.
But when any one of those three conditions is altered the

pencil intervenes. If for example what is wanted is a

whole equipment of printed matter for a firm—letter-

head, label, envelope,etc.—then that is no longer a prob-
lem of simple ‘designing’, but one of ‘styling’ in the

specific sense: giving consistency to a series of things so

that they shall seem to belong together. In such a case

the customer, the man who places the printing order, has
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QUENTIN MASSYS AS A PAINTER OF GENRE PICTURES
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Fig. 26. Above: before and after the restyling, by Mr. Vivian Ridler, of a famous periodical.
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THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

no business to sit back and ask merely for ‘something
good-looking’. The question is, what style of good-
looking print will best convey the character of his firm?
Suave dignity or brisk modernity? Gaiety or sobriety?
He is supposed to care. To help him (and his directors)
to make up their minds, the creative printer submits
alternative sketch layouts. Why not proofs? Because pen-
cilling is the more courteous way of inviting criticism.

Or suppose that the customer was never from the
start willing to leave the designing to his printers. Then

he must show what he wants, and the pencil is his only
means. And here is where the problem of etiquette arises.

Everyone knows that the outsider has a perfect right
to ‘show what he means’ by a layout. What is not suffi-

ciently realized is that whereas it is always proper and

helpful to show a craftsman what effectone wants, it is

improper and throughly bad manners to offer to show
him how to obtain that effect. It is a discourtesyto assume

that one’s grandmother has never yet learned the right
way to suck eggs. Even if half the grandmothers in the

country were suspected of using the wrong method,
the Efficiency Eggspert would still have to approach the

subject very diplomatically.The working layout which
indicates just where to put the hair spaces in a line of

caps for optically even spacing, just how much leading
to put here and there, just what point size to use, and so

on, assumes that the compositor has not yet learned the
rudiments of good composing style and must be told as

a child is told, specifically to do this and that Because
Nurse Says So.

“Mr. X, you’re making hod-carriers of us,’ said the
foreman of the composing-room at the Cloister Press
in 1922, to a young typographic designer who had
been drawing up detailed, fool-proof layouts. The

friendly rebuke was taken to heart; thenceforth that

designer reserved the working-layout for those rare

occasions when it would be genuinely needed: e.g. stan-

dardizations of forms, etc. to be set by different printing
houses with different house-styles. Where only one

printer was concerned, it would always be possible first
to establish or confirm principles of good composing-
style, not as ‘what I must have’, but as ‘what is sensible
and right’, and then to draw up rough sketch layouts
with no officious little pencil-strokes for every detail.
The keeping of that vow can hardly be thought to have

handicapped the career of one who became the most

influential typographer of our time. The intellectual

powers which make a good stylist are actually stimulated
when he stops thinking like an artist (one who wants to

do the whole thing himself) and concentrates on clarify-
ing principles to be interpreted by skilled men.
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But how is the Trade as a whole to warn layout men

in general not to ‘make hod-carriers’ of craftsmen?
Authors and learned men can instantly see the point of
not reducing the compositor to that state in which any
fault of judgement seems to be excused by the cry ‘I never

had any instructions about that’. The conventional

retort, ‘Why didn’t you use your head?’ must never lose
its sting—as it is bound to do when everyone knows that
the speaker never meant to give the craftsman the slightest
opportunity to ‘use his head’. Writers know this; graphic
artists are less conscious of the danger. But a vivid ima-

gination is part of every designer’s stock in trade. He can

be made to picture the faces of the craftsmen who have

just received a minutely marked layout from some un-

known expert who evidently intends to have his own way
down to the last hair space. He can be made to see the face
of the apprentice, too, as the lad asks himself whether
he should bother to attend his layout class that night.
Who’s going to care what he thinks about layout? Or
should he attend after all, study as never before, and hope
to climb out of the Trade into an advertisingagency?

Such pictures may stir the conscience of the designer.
But the Trade is not fond of preaching morals and

manners to its customers; it would rather find some way
of making it easier for the outsider to dispense with the

insultingly precise layout. The sure way would be to

establish and publish
acanon of ‘goodstyle’

CITY OF WESTMINSTER (orthographic and
PUBLIC LIBRARIES typographic, since the

two interlock) for the

country as a whole, to

SOME NOUS 2EON which every printing
OUR NEW READERS

CITY OF

WESTMINSTER |
PUBLIC |

LIBRARIES ji

|

|

|

CENTRAL LENDING LIBRARY

4 CHARING CROSS ROAD

BRANCH LIBRARIES~

BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD,S.W.tGREAT SMITH STREET, S.wt

SOUTH AUDLEY STREET, Wr

CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES

t20 DRURY LANE

REGENCY STREET, SW.

BESSBOROUGH GARDENS, 8.1

CENTRAL REFERENCE LIBRARY selbes
ST. MARTIN STREET, W.C2 a

Fig. 28. In the ‘before’, the

line ‘some notes for’ was

arbitrarily squared-up. Senne NOTED KOR

OUR

NEW READERS
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THE STYLIST AND THE CRAFTSMAN

office could, if it wished, make its house-style conform.

It is of course wholly impossible to set up such a canon.

The preliminary conferences between the Trade and the

publishers would break down at once on such elementary
questions as the priority of single or double quotes, and

the optimum space after the full point; they would never

get as far as the fiery debate on whether a 3-em dash, set

off by thin spaces, is better than a hyphen set off by mids.

But the mere gesture of holding such conferences would

have a doubly beneficial effect. All the craft-proud print-
ing offices would see the point of issuing impressive,
thought-out style books. And moreand more print-buyers
would be induced either to seek out printers whom they
respected as arbiters of style, or to draw up their own

style-instructions, but at any rate to abandon the habit

of saying it all on the layout.
The proposal to standardize style would cause con-

sternation in high quarters, for it would offer the debat-

ing platform to a number of would-be reformers, some

of them cranks. What book publisher wants to argue

with a man who can see nothing funny in printing
O.B.E. aS ‘OBE’, M.A. as ‘MA’, and M.S.1.A. as some-

thing that looks, without its full-points, like ‘messiah’?

And yet the refusal to argue such matters might leave

the tiro under the impression that they were matters of

taste, non disputandum,
and not what they are,

matters affecting the

sense. Silence seems

to give consent. The

fastidious silence of f

the literate man when Ne

confronted with a list =

Hatchards

BOOKS FOR
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Fig. 29. Restyling by Mr.

Ellic Howe of a Demy 8vo

catalogue. Gill Floriated

Caps. 431.
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of proper names set entirely in lower-case is being mis-

interpreted as acquiescenceby many fledgelingdesigners
in provincial printing schools.

It is, in fact, only that special tolerance which readers

extend to advertisers as a race apart. If a manufacturer

wants to appear as ‘john green, of reading’, it is his

funeral and not the grammarian’s if his surname turns

into an adjective and the town of Reading into a par-

ticiple. That sort of clowning is permissiblein the paid
spaces, where it is not a style but a flouting-of-stylefor

the sake of being ‘different’. But if the literates were ever

to be forced, by some faction of aesthetic theorists, to give
five minutes’ serious thought to ‘I.c. only’ as a style,then

they would give tongue with a vengeance. They would
not deign to argue the matter but they would at least

inquire into the motives, and ultimate aims, of those who

wished to abolish the dual-alphabet system. The sight of

such a phrase as god save the queen all in the minuscule

form (which has never been more than a second and

secondary alphabet form) could never be dismissed as

a simple illiteracy. The need to look deeper than that

would help to clarify the one basic axiom of all typo-

graphicdesign, namely that Sense and Connotation must

have priority over any purely aesthetic consideration.

* * *

It is important to remember that the ‘befores and

afters’ illustrated on these pages are in no case contrasts

between good and bad printing. Very often the same

printer executed both jobs; almost always the ‘before’

is a credit to the technical competence of its printer. All

that has happened is that the design and style of the job
and the choice of faces have been thought out afresh, in

order to make the most effective possible use of the now

frighteningly expensivereams of paper. Easily four-fifths

of the most striking improvements are the work of

‘printers who are also typographers’,and in those cases

at least we may feel sure that everyone concerned with

the change, from the customer and the ‘man with the

pencil’ through to the men at the keyboard and case, had

a chance to contribute something to the result—and now

looks back upon it with pride, as a concrete instance of

the general movement toward better industrial design.
The printer is the ideal missionary for good design, for

his help goes out to every art, trade, industry and pro-

fession. A successful typographic restyling is one way

of reminding manufacturers that the look of the finished

product can no more be taken for granted than can its

world markets.

a,
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Fig. 30. Even in this sharp reduction.

(actual size 11” X9”) these succes-

sive Transactions, both well printed,
show the contrast between an

ephemeral or ‘commercial’ style of

display and the ‘classic’ or timeless

style represented by this use of

Perpetua Titling and Times by a

STOCKHOLM /

JUNE =: 1950
i

Geica denies salon

well-known printing firm.
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Fig. 31. Below: A competent booklet-page
in one colour, and the equivalent page

(actual size 102”x 84”) of a later edition

restyled by Messrs. Newman Neame Ltd.
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Upper left: a distinguishedPRINTING OFFICE abandons hand-lettering for Gill Sans normal and light.

sa Upper right: a professionalINSTITUTIONabandonsGothic and Copperplate(seealso Fig. 6).

Lower left: a NEWSPAPER letterhead simplifiedand clarified. Titles now in Perpetua Bold.

Lower right: RELIGION is no longerautomatically connected in printers’ minds with fancy Gothic type.

Centre below: a TRAVEL agency no longermakes the correspondenthunt for its firms name.

| Designers:Ellic Howe; Derek Broome; Stuart Rose; PeggyLang; Leon French.
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Amongst the 46 illustrations to this

“TYPOGRAPHIC TRANSFORMATIONS?’

NUMBER OF THE MONOTYPE RECORDER

are 36examplesof how different jobs
looked ‘before’ and ‘after’ restyling.

The text is set in ‘Monotype’ Ehrhardt,
Series 453: 18 pt. (p. 1), 14 pt. (p. 2),
12 pt (topp. 6), 11 pt. (fromp. 6),10 pt.

(p.29),§ pt. (captionsand footnotes),
24 pt. shown here.


